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. voters' list sent to 9(c)
. . posting of 11(1)
Stated case
. Court of Appeal, to 39(1)
Statement
. changes in list, of, by judge 21(1)
Statutory declaration
. notice of non-resident
verified by 8(2)
Subpoena
. form of, re attendance
of witnesses 17(1), Form 12
. number of names in 17(5)
. service of 17(2) (a-d)
Supreme Court
. notice to registrar of, re
hearing of stated case 39(2)
Teachers
. voters' list sent to 9(f)
. . posting of 11(1)
Tenants
. entry on voters' list 7(15)
Territory
alteration of limits 119
Towns—See also Cities
. application of Act to 3(1)
Townships—See also Cities
application of Act to 3(1)
Travelling exi)enses
. clerk, assessor, of 29(1,2)
Treasurer of mimicipality
. payment of fees by 3'1
Unorganized territory




application of Act to 3(1)
Voter
. application by, for removing
deceased from list 23(1)
. . proceedings on 23(2)
. application by, re failure of
clerk to perform duties ... .43(2)
. . costs of 43(4)
. . proceedings on 43(3)
assessment of 14(2)
. . on revision 41
colourable transactions by . . . .46(1)
. . penalty for 46(2, 3)
. defined l(rf)
. inspection of assessment roll by 50







objections by, to list 96(1)
. notice of 96(2)
. procedure on 101
opinion at instance of 40
proof of right to be 17(3)
qualifications of 113
registration of 79, 121(2)
Votes
. false, prevention of 47
Ward list
. alterations in revised 56(2)
. certifying of, where no
complaint made 55
. last revised 57
. posting up and distribution of 53(1)
. preparation and printing of 52
. time for final revision of 54
Wife
. entry of, on list 7(10)
Witnesses
. attendance of, re hearing
of complaints 17(1)
. . penalty for failure 17(3)
regulations re fees of 71(rf),lll(rf)
Writ
. action before receipt of 6
WAGES
Wages Act, Vol. 4, p. 1255.
See also Absconding Debtors
Act; Apprenticeship Act; As-
signments and Preferences
Act; Department of Labour
Act; Execution Act; Factory,
Shop and Office Building Act;
Government Contracts Hours
and Wages Act; Industrial
Standards Act; Master and
Servant Act; Mechanics' Lien
Act; Mercantile Law Amend-
ment Act; Minimum Wage
Act; Mining Act; Public and
Other Works Wages Act;
Woodmen's Employment Act;




. seizure under 4
Administration of estates
. priority of wages in 5
A dministrator
. protection of 6(3)




. fix exemption, to 7(5)
. reduction of exemption, for ..7(4)
Assignee
. protection of 6(3)
. wage priority payable by 6(1)
Assignments for benefit of
creditors
priority of wages where 2
Attachment
, exemption 7(1)
. priority of wages over 4
. wages, after judgment 8
. wages exempt from 7
Board and lodging
. exemption not allowed 7(2)
Clerk
. attachment of wages 8






. attachment of wages 8
. exemption of wages 7(1)
Employer
. notice to, of intention to
reduce exemption 7(4)
Execution creditors
. priority of wages over 3
Executor
protection of 6(3)
wage priority payable by ....6(1)
Exemption
. application to fix 7(5)
. extent 7(1)
. increase 7(3)
. not allowed 7(2)
. reduction 7(1)
. . application for, notice of . . .7(4)
Expenses




powers re exemptions 7
Judgment
attachment of wages after 8
Labourer
exemption of wages 7(1)
Liquidator
^- protection of 6(3)





. exemption not allowed 7(2)
Mechanic
. attachment of wages 8
. exemption of wages 7(1)
Notice
. application for reduction
of exemption 7(4)
. application to fix exemption,
of 7(5)
Payment
. wage priority 6(1)
Priority of wages
. administration of estates, in 5
assignment for benefit of
creditors, where 2
. attachment, over 4
. execution creditors, over 3
. payment 6(1)
Seizure
, wages exempt from 7
Servant
. attachment of wages 8
. exemption of wages 7(1)
Sheri£f
. protection of 6(3)




. attachment of wages 8
exemption of wages 7(1)
WARBLE FLY CONTROL
Warble Fly Control Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1259.
By-law
. copy to Commissioner 2(2)
. enforcement 3(1)
penalty for non-compliance 4
. petition for 2(1)
Cattie
. treatment for warble fly 2,3
Cattie owner
. defined 1(a)
. penalty for non-compliance 4
Commissioner
. copy of by-law to 2(2)
defined 1(&)
Definitions
cattle owner 1 (a)








. municipality 1 (^)
. regulations 1 (/)
. treated for warble fly l(.g)



















non-compKance with by-law 4
Petition




Treatment for warble fly
by-law for 2(1)
. defined 1 (g)
. equipment for 3(1)
penalty for default 4






Vol. 4, p. 1261.
See also Bills of Sale and Chat-
tel Mortgages Act; Condi-
tional Sales Act; Unclaimed
Articles Act; Warehouse Re-
ceipts Act
Accoimt
proceeds of sale, of 6
Act
. contracts not aflfected by 9
Advertisement




. proceeds of sale, of 6
Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act
goods registered under ...3(1)(&)
Charges
defined 1 (a)
. lien for 2(2)
Conditional Sales Act
. instrument filed under 3(1) (a)
Contracts
. Act not to aflect 9
Definitions




. notice, of 8
Discharge
. lien, of 7
Disposition of goods
. discharge of lien, on 7(2)
Forms
. notice of lien, of 3(2)




. disposition of on discharge
of lien 7(2)
Grantee
. notice of lien to 3(l)(b)
Judge
. order of, for payment of
surplus into court 6(2)
Notices
. charges for 2(2) (c)
. delivery of 8
lien, of 3
. sale by public auction, of . . -4(2)
- substantial compliance with
requirements for 5
Objections
. sufficiency of notice, to 5
Owners
notice of lien to 3(l)(a)
Public auction
sale of goods by ." 4
Sale
. application of proceeds of 6
. charges for expenses of 2(2)(c)
. public auction, by 4
. substantial compliance with





. surplus of sale paid into ...6(2,3)
Surplus
sale of, disposal of 6
Warehouse Receipts Act






Vol. 4, p. 1265.
See also Factors Act; Mercan-
itile Law Amendment Act;





. delivery of goods where
receipt lost, for 9
Application of Act
. manager or operator of grain
elevator, to 29
. receipts before June 1, 1946 ... .30
. storage of furs, etc., to 3"!
Attachment
. goods under negotiable receipt IS
Bailor
. contract with warehouseman ..2(5)
Bearer
. delivery of goods to 6(l)(a)
Bond
. delivery of goods where
receipt lost 9
Breach of duty
. negotiation not impaired by . . .26
Canada Grain Act (Canada)




. delivery of goods where
receipt lost 9
Date






. negotiable receipt 1(e)




. purchase 1 (»)
. purchaser 1 (g)
receipt 1(h)
. warehouse receipt 1 (/)
. warehouseman l(k)
Delivery of goods
. duty of warehouseman 6(1)
. . liability for default 6(2)
. negotiable receipt 6(l)(a),7
. . cancellation 8(2)
. . lost or destroyed 9
. . marking where delivery
of part 8(2)
. negotiation of receipt by ...19(1)
particulars in receipt 2(l)(d)
refusal where dispute as
to owner 10
. unpaid seller, to 28
Depositor
. particulars in receipt 2(1) (6)
Description of goods
. particulars in receipt 2(1)(/)




. perishable goods 17(3)
Duplicate receipts
. effect 4(3)
. liability when not marked . . . .4(2)
. marking of 4(1)
Duress
negotiation not impaired by 26
Endorsement
. negotiable receipt 19(2-4)
. . not guarantee 25
. . warranties on 34
. . transfer without 23
Evidence
. negotiable receipt as 11
Execution
. levy under 15
Express company
. application of Act to 29
Fraud





.storage, application of Act to .31
Garments






. care of, liability for 13
. co-mingled, liability for 14
. defined 1 (c)
. delivery—see Delivery of goods
. description in receipt .. .2(1) (6), 12
. lien on—see Liens
. perishable or hazardous 17
sale—see Sale of goods
Grain elevator
. manager or operator,
application of Act to 29
Holder
defined 1(d)
delivery of goods to 6(1) (6)
Home fiimishings






goods under negotiable receipt . . 15
Liens
. seller's, defeated by negotiation 28
. warehouseman, by 2(5)
. . particulars in receipt ...2(1)(A)
. . perishable goods 17
. . sale of goods 18
. . statement in receipt 16
Lieutenant-Governor
proclamation re application of






















delivery of goods where 6(l)(a),7
endorsement of 19(2-4)
. not guarantee 25






. lost or destroyed 9
. marking on delivery of part
of goods 8(2)
. negotiation of 19
not impaired by fraud, etc. . . .26
. . rights of person to whom
negotiated 22
subsequent to sale, etc 27
vendor's lien defeated by 28
. . warranties on 24
surrender, before attachment
of goods 15
. transfer of 23
. words of limitation 3
Non-negotiable receipts
. defined 1(f)
delivery of goods where ..6(1)(&)
liability when not marked 5(2)
marking of 5(1)
transfer of goods under 20
rights of transferee 21
Notice
. lost or destroyed receipts, re ... .9
owner or bailor refusing
contract 2(5)
perishable goods, re 17(1, 2)
Owner
. contract with warehouseman . .2(5)
dispute, determination of 10
Particulars
warehouse receipts, of 2(1)
. . omission of 2(2, 3)
Perishable goods
sale for charges 17
Proclamation
application of Act, to storage of
furs, etc 31
Purchase
. defined 1 (»)
Purchaser
. defined 1 (g)
Ptirchaser for value
rights not defeated by
seller's lien 28
Railway
. application of Act to 29
Receipts—See also Negotiable
receipts
. contract constituted by
delivery 2(5)
defined 1(h)
















. perishable goods 17
warehouseman's lien, for 18
Seller
lien defeated by negotiation . . .28
Stoppage in transitu
. seller's, defeated by negotiation 28
Storage
furs, etc., application of Act to 31
Storage charges
particulars in receipt 2(1) (e)
Supreme Court judge
order for delivery of goods
where receipts lost 9
Sureties
. bond for delivery of goods




rights of transferee 21
. negotiable receipt 23
warranties on 24
Warehouse






contract with owner or bailor 2(5)
. defined l(k)
delivery of goods by 6(1)
. liability for default 6(2)
. negotiable receipt on ..6(1) (a), 7
. non-negotiable receipt, on 6(1) (ft)
unpaid seller, to 28
insertions in receipts by 2(4)
liability
care of goods 13
. co-mingled goods 14




omissions in receipts 2(2)
. receipts not
marked 4(2), 5(2), 8(2)
lien for charges 2(5)
. particulars in receipt . . . .2(l)(/»)
. perishable goods 17







. lien for charges
—
Con.
. . statement in receipt 16
. negotiable receipt as
evidence against 11
. negotiable receipt surrendered to 15
notice to, where receipt lost 9
. obligation not impaired 2(4)
. powers re perishable goods 17
signature on receipt 2(1)(^)
. time to determine validity
of claims 10
Warranties
. negotiation of receipt, on 24
WAREHOUSES
See Assessment Act; Factors
Act; Mercantile Law Amend-









War Veterans Burial Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1275.
Indigent veterans
burial expenses of 1
Last Post Fund




burial expenses of 2
Workmen's Compensation Act
. liability under 2
WARRANT
See Interpretation Act; Munici-
pal Act; Public Authorities
Protection Act
WARRANTIES
See Estates Tail Act; Limita-
tions Act; Sale of Goods Act
WASTE
See Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act; Public Health











Act; Public Health Act
WATER POWER
See Beds of Navigable Waters
Act; Lakes and Rivers Im-
provement Act; Niagara Parks
Act; Power Commission Act;
Power Control Act; Public
Lands Act; Railways Act;




Act, Vol. 4, p. 1277.
Agents
regulations re inspector's .... 12(c)
Agreements
. water privileges binding on
Crown, re 16(2)
Alteration of works
. powers of inspectors 3 (J)
Appeal
inspector's orders, from 4(1)
regulations re 12((f)
Attorney-General







powers of inspectors 3(c)
Commissioners
. inquiry by
conditions of delivery of
excess by owner, re ..13(1)(5')
. . matters connected with
references, re 13(1) (A)
owner's excess of capacity,
re 13(1)(/)
. . owner's right to quantity of
power, re 13(1') (c)
owner's right to water






. . disadvantage, for 4(2)
. . limitation by Order in
Council, for 10(2)




. owner of water power l(fr)
power 1(c)
. regulations 1 (d)
works 1 (e)
Deputy Minister of Lands
and Forests
. authentication of agreements,
etc., by 16(2)
EfiBciency
. test re, of works 3(6) (iii)
Entry
. powers of inspectors 3(a)
Excess
capacity, of
inquiry into 13(1) (/)
. report of inspector re ..13(l)(c)
generated power, of
. delivery to Hydro
Commission of 1'3(2)
. Niagara Falls, at 14
. report of inspector re 13(1) (&)
report of inspector re, of
diverted water 13(1) (c)
Forfeiture
rights of owner at Niagara
Falls, of 14
Franchise
. forfeiture of, at Niagara Falls 14
Generating capacity
test of ,. . 3(&)(v)
Head




right to get excess of power 13(2)
Inspection
powers of inspectors ^{O')
Inspector
. appointment and powers 3
. approval of, to construction
of works .8
. assistance of court to . . . 6





. fixing rate of efficiency
of works 7
. regulations re 12(a)
. report by, re owner
. . generating more power 13(1) (6)
. . having installed greater
capacity 13(1) (c)
. . using more water 13(1) (a)
Judge
. application to, by inspector . . .6(1)
. order by, in support of
inspector ^{2)
. . enforcement of 6(3)
Judges' Orders Enforcement Act
. referred to 6(3)
Leases
. water privileges binding on
Crown, of 16(2)
Licences
. water privileges binding on
Crown, re 16(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. appointment of commissioners
by 13(1)
. directing reference on appeal . .4(2)
. fixing rate of efficiency of works 9
. inspectors appointed by 3
. order, by, to deliver excess 13(2)
. . penalty for neglecting 13(3)
. rescission of IS
Limitation
owner's original rights, of ... .9(1)







powers of inspectors 3(&)
Minister of Lands and Forests
, authentication of agreements,
etc., by 16(2)
fixing terms for grants of
water privileges 16(1)
Niagara River
. use of water of 14
Notices
. regulations re inspector's .... 12(6)
Officers
. regulations re inspector's ....12(c)
Orders





. inspector's powers where
violation 3(e)
Owner of water power






. . inspection, re 5
. duty of, to deliver excess . . . .13(2)
. . penalty for disobedience .13(3)
. Niagara Falls, at, exceeding
of rights by 14
. regular liabilities of, not
afTected by penalty 13(4)
. rights of
. disadvantage by inspector's
order, re 4
. . limitation of, by Order
in Council 10(1)
. . limitation of original 9(2)
Penalties
. default in delivery of excess,
for 13(3)
. . regular liabilities not
af!'ected by 13(4)
. neglect or obstruction re
inspection, for 5
. rescission of order not to
relieve from 15
Plans
. inspection of 3(c)




. limitation of amount of power 9(1)
. measurements of . . 3(6)
Public Inquiries Act
. referred to 11(2), 12(a), 13(1)
Readings
. inspection of 3(c)
Referee
fixing compensation
. disadvantage, for 4(2)
. limitation of rights, for ... .10(2)
matters to be considered by
. consideration paid, re .11(1) (6)
. invested capital, re . . ll(l)(c)
. original conditions, re . ll(l)(o)








. ascertainment of owner's
rights by 9(2)
. . payment of compensation
upon 9(3)







. water privileges binding on
Crown, of 16(2)
Rescission
order to deliver excess, of 15
Returns
regulations re, by owners . . . 12(^)
Servants
regulations re inspector's .... 12(c)
Shutting o£F water
. Flowers of inspectors 3(e)
Specifications
submission of, for new works . . .8
Supreme Court
. judge of, enforcing facilities
of inspection 6(1)
. judges of, as commissioners . .13(1)
recovery of penalty on owner
by action in 13(3)
Tests
. powers of inspectors 3(b)
Water
. duty of owner re use of 2
test re quantities of 3(b) (i)
Works
approval of inspector for
construction, etc, of 8
. defined 1 (e)
. inspector fixing rate of
efficiency of 7
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council
fixing efficiency of 9
powers of inspectors re 3
WATER SUPPLY
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Local Improve-
ment Act; Municipal Act;
Public Health Act; Public







Act; Ditches and Water-






See Local Improvement Act;
Municipal Act; Municipal
Franchises Act ; Ontario
Municipal Board Act; Ontario
Municipal Improvement Cor-
poration Act; Public Health
Act; Public Utilities Act; Pub-
lic Utilities Corporations Act
WEED CONTROL
Weed Control Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1287.
See also Cemeteries Act
Agreement
. destruction, for 8(1)
Appeal
. expenses of inspectors, re 11(3), 12
Application of Act
. road commissioners in
unorganized territory 6
Assessment Act
. reference to 1'1(5), 12
Baling machines
. cleaning of 16
Building
. i>ower to inspect 7
By-laws
appointing inspectors 5(1)
. designating plant as noxious
weed 2(1)
. . effect of 2(2)
Chopping machines
. cleaning of 16
Clerk
. inspector's expenses placed on
collector's roll by 12
. notice to destroy
forwarded to 14(1)
report by inspector of
expenses to 12
Collector's roll
. inspectors' expenses 11(5), 12
Combining machines








moneys payable out of 4(2)
Council
appeal re inspectors'
expenses to 11 (3)
division of municipality into
sections by 5(2)
failure to appoint inspectors by 5(3)
inspectors' expenses paid by 11(4)
inspectors' expenses placed on
collector's roll by 11(5)
order to destroy noxious
weeds by 12
passing of by-laws by 5(1)
revocation of inspector's
appointment addressed to . .5(4)
Court
. appeal to, re inspector's




. inspector's expenses as
debt due 14(3)
Definitions
district inspector 1 (o)
. inspector 1(6)
. Minister 1(c)
. noxious weed 1 (rf)
regulations 1 (e)
weed seed 1 (/)
Destruction
agreement for 8(1)
notice by district inspector ... 14
order for
. failure to comply with 10
. non-residents >ii/';;.".. 9
. residents 8
Disposal




'Governor in Council 13(1)
. . defined 1(a)
. destruction of noxious
weeds by 14(2)
expenses and charges of .... 14(3)
. notice to destroy by 14(1)
Dwelling-house
entry of building other than 7
Establishment of weeds





. district inspector, of 14(3)
. inspectors, of 11(1)
Farm produce
regulating transportation of . .20(rf)
Flour mill




duty of person in charge of .17
Grain elevator
. duty of person in charge of 17
Grain-grinding plant
duty of person in charge of ... .17
Grist mill
. duty of person in charge of 17
Highway Improvement Act
. road authority defined 4(1)
Implements
. power to inspect 7
Incompetence






agreement with, re destruction 8(1)
. appointment of 5(1,2)
. . default in 5(3)
. causing destruction of
noxious weeds 10
defined 1(&)
. expenses of 11(1)
. . presented to council 11(4)
incompetence of 5(4)
. order for destruction by 8(2)
. pwDwers of 7
. remuneration for 5(1)
. road commissioners as 6
Land




. appointment of district
inspectors by 13(1)
designation of plants as
noxious weeds by 2(1)
. regulations by 20
sanction by 4(2)
Machines
. cleaning of 16






. appointment of inspectors by 5(3)
. . revocation of 5(4)
. consent of 2(1)





. licence for seed-cleaning
plant by 18(1)
. road authority's duty
determined by 4(2)
Municipality
. by-law designating plant as
noxious weed 2(1)
. by-laws passed by council of .5(1)
divided into sections 5(2)
. expenses of district inspector
payable by 14(3)





expenses to clerk of 12
Non-residents








. desigrnation of plant as ...2(1), 20




. duty to destroy noxious weeds 3(1)
. order for destruction to 8(2)
. refusal to pay by 11(4)
. road authority as .4(1)
statement of inspectors*
expenses served on 11(1)
Ontario Gazette
publication of by-law in 2(2)
Order
. destruction, for
. . failure to comply with 10
. . non-residents 9
residents 8
Owner
. agreement for destruction with 8(1)







order for destruction to 8(2')
. refusal to pay 11(4)
statement of inspectors'
expenses served on 11(1)
Penalty
contravention of Act and
regulations for 19
interference with inspector, for . . 19
refusal to obey inspector, for ... 19
Processing of farm crops
. cleaning of machine used for . 16
Prohibition
deposit of noxious weeds, re ... 15
Regulations









. regulations re 20(8)
Remuneration
. inspectors, of 5(1)
Residents
. order for destruction to 8(2)
Riparian occupants




. deemed occupant 4(1)
. failure to perform duty 4(2)
Road commissioners
powers and duties of inspectors 6
Seed cleaning machine
. cleaning of 16
Seed-cleaning plant
. duty of person in charge of .... 17
. licence required for 18(1)
. regulations re licences for 20(^)
. regulations re minimum
standards for 20(/)
Seeds
removal from machines 16
Service
order for destruction, of 8(3), 9(2)
. statement of expenses of
inspectors 11(2)
Silo filling





. expenses of inspectors of ...11(1)
. . service of 11(2)
Statute Labour Act
. appointment of road
commissioners under 6
Subdivided areas
. destruction of noxious weeds in 12
Threshing machine
. cleaning of 16
Transportation
farm produce, regulation of . .20(d)
Treasurer
. direction to, re payment of
inspector's remuneration . . . .5(3)
Unorganized territory
. road commissioners appointed in 6
Vehicle
power to inspect 7
Weed seeds
. defined 1(f)
. disposal of IS
. disposal of refuse containing ... 17
WEEDS
See Agricultural Societies Act;


















. enlargement of district
unit, for 3(2)
. establishment of municipal
unit, for 2
Cost
. payment of 5

















. . disestablishment 6
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. administrator and staff
appointed by 4
. approval of by-law by
. . enlargement of district
units, for 3(2)
. . establishment of municipal
urrit, for 2
. order by, for disestablishment
of municipal unit 6
. regulations by 7
Minister
. defined 1(6)






. regulations re 7(a)
. staff 4
Records
. regulations re 7(g)
Regulations
. defined 1(c)
. making of 7
Returns
. regulations re 7(g)
Staff
. appointment 4





Vol. 4, p. 1295.








. duties on abandonment 8(1)
. . non-compliance 9
. expenses of plugging up,
etc 10(5), 11
. notice of plugging up 6
. property injuriously affected by
failure to plug up 10(1)
. regulations re 2(l)(a)
. statutory declaration re 12
Actions
. against commissioner, etc. . . . 14(2)
. damages, for 15 (^
Agents
. actions against 14(2)
engaged by inspector 14(1)
Appeal
. decision of inspector, from 8(3-5)
order by inspector, from . . . 10(6)
Application of Act
fresh water wells, to 16
Boring
. licences for
. . regulations re 2(l)(rf,^)
. . required 4






. notice to, re unpaid
inspector's expenses 11
Commissioner _
. action against 14(2)
. appointment of 5
. defined 1(a)
. notice to, before plugging
up well 6
. present at plugging up 6
Damages
. action for 15(2)
Definitions
. Commissioner 1 (o)
. inspector 1 (6)
. Minister l(t)
. owner 1 (d)






. . regulations re 2(1) (rf,^)
. . required 4




. inspection of 10(3)
Employees
. actions against 14(2)
. engaged by inspectors 14(1)
Entry on premises
. powers of inspector 14(1)
Examination
. expenses 11
powers of inspector 14(1)
Expenses
plugging up wells, etc. . . . 10(5), 11
Fees
. licence, regulations re 2(1)(^)
Fresh water wells
. application of Act to 16
Gas well
. closing in before plugging up . . .6
. duties of owner where not
utilized 7
Inquiries
. powers of inspector 14(1)
Inspection
. main, pipe or duct 10(3)
. powers of inspector 14(1)
. well 10(2)
Inspector
. action against 14(2)
. agents and employees engaged
by 14(1)
. appointment of 5
. defined 1(6)
expenses payable to H
. order by 10(1-3)
. . appeal from 10(6)
. . default 10(4)
. powers
. . default in plugging up
abandoned well, where 9
. . defective pipe, re 13
. . entry on land 14(1)
. . inspection of main, pipe or
duct, re 10(3,4)
. . leak in casing, where ...10(2,4)
. . property injuriously affected
by failure to plug up
abandoned well, re 10
. present at plugging up 6
statutory declaration required
by 12(1)
. well deemed abandoned by .8(2)
. . appeal from 8(3-5)
Leak
. casing, in 10(2)
Liability






, regulations re 2(l)(d,e)
required 4(1)
penalty for default 4(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. charter annulled by 13
. commissioner appointed by 5
inspectors appointed by S




severed or reserved 11
Minister
. appeal to, from
inspector 8(3-5), 10(6)
. defined 1(c)
. licences issued by 4(1)
. recommendation by, for
annulment of charter 13
. regulations by 2(1)
. application of 2(2)
Natural Gas Commissioner
acting S
Natural Gas Conservation Act
commissioner under 1 (a), 5
inspector under 1(&),5
Notice
appeal from decision of
inspector, re 8(4)
defective pipe, re 13
defects in mains, etc., re ...10(3)
expenses of inspector unpaid ...11
plugging up abandoned well, re 6, 9
property injuriously aflfected by




well deemed abandoned 8(3)
Oil well
. duties of owner where
not utilized 7
Order
. inspector, by 10(2)
. . appeal from 10(6)
default re 10(4)
Owner
appeal by 8(3-5), 10(6)
defined 1(d)
. duties on abandonment of well 8(1)
. . non-compliance 9
. duties where gas not utilized ...7
. expenses of inspector paid by . . .11






. . defective pipe, re 13
defects in mains, etc., re . . 10(3)
Penalty
. contravention of Act 15(1)
. licences not held 4(2)
ripe
defective, notice re 13
inspection of 10(3)
Plugging up wells




powers of inspector re 10(1)
default re order, on 10C4)
regulations re 2{l)(a,b)
statutory declaration re 12
Property
injuriously affected by failure to
plug up abandoned well . . .10(1)
Protecting wells




. making of 2(1)
. penalty for contravention . . . .15(1)
Repair
. expenses 11
powers of inspectors 14(1)
Reports
regulations re 2(1) (/)
Returns
. regulations re 2(1) (/)
Sale




. contents of 12(2)
required by inspector 12(1)
Surplus
. sale for inspector's expenses, of .11
Taxes










See Agricultural Societies Act
WHARFS AND
HARBOURS
Wharfs and Harbours Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1301.
See also Municipal Act; Rail-
ways Act
Application of Act 1
Companies
. application of A<:t to 1
. detention and sale of goods by ..2
. sale of assets 4
shares in 3
Goods
. detention for unpaid tolls . . .2(1)
. sale for unpaid lolls 2(2)
surplus to owner 2(3)
Municipal corporation
. power to hold shares and vote .3





detention and sale of goods for 2
detention and sale of vessel for 2(1)
Vessels
detention and sale for unpaid
tolls 2(1)
WHEAT





Vol. 4, p. 1303.





Canadian National Institute for
the Blind
person registered with ....l(o)(i)
Definitions
. blind person 1 (a)
. white cane 1(6)
Non-residents
. Act not to apply to 3
Old Age Pensions Act
pension under l(o)(ii,iii)
Onus of proof
. non-residency in Ontario, of . 3(2)
WHITE CANE—Con. Sec.
Penalties




See Change of Name Act; De-
pendants' Relief Act; Devolu-
tion of Estates Act; Dower
Act; Fatal Accidents Act;
Mothers' Allowances Act;
'Municipal Act; Parents' Main-
tenance Act
WIFE
See Husband and Wife
WILLS
Wills Act, Vol. 4, p. 1305.
See also Accumulations Act;
'Charities Accounting Act;
Devolution of Estates Act;
Evidence Act; Mortmain and
Charitable Uses Act; Public
Trustee Act; Registry Act;
Succession Duty Act; Surro-
gate Courts Act; Survivor-
ship Act; Trustee Act
Accumulations Act
. referred to 8
Act
. application 6,7, 19(5), 36(2)
Age
. testamentary 10
. . exceptions 13(2)
Alteration in circiunstances
. intention of revocation not
presumed from 21
Alterations
. conditions for, in will 23
Appointment
. power of, in general devise 34
. will in exercise of 12




benefited person, by 16
creditor, by 1'7
executor, by 18
incompetent person, by 15
made between 1834 and 1874 . .4
requirements re H
British subject
execution outside Ontario by
law of domicile or place of
execution, by 19(1)




. prevention of lapse for issue
of predeceased 36(1)
. . application of provisions re 36(2)
Burning
. will, of 22
Charge
. specific, liability of realty for 3i7(2)
Children
. prevention of lapse for issue
of predeceased 36(1)
. . application of provisions re 36(2)
Class
. heirs not suffering lapse
considered as 36(2)
Codicil
. revival by 24
. . will after 1873, of 6
Construction
. direction to pay debts out of
residue, re 3'7(2)
. speaking from death 26(1)
. . applicable to will of
married woman 26(2)
Contingent interests
. power to dispose of 8
Conveyance
. subsequent, effect of 25
Creditor
admission of, as witness 17
Crop
. power of widow to dispose of . . .9
Death
. effect of, on will before 1869 ... 7
. will speaking from 26
Debts
. general direction re,
construction 37(2)
Declaration
. making will in contemplation
of marriage, of 20(a)
Definitions
. heir in devise 31
. land 1(a)
. member of the forces 13(3)
. mortgage 1(b)
. personal estate 1 (c)
. real estate 1 (d)
will l(^)
Destruction
. revocation, as 22
Devise
. definition of word "heir" in 31
. disposition of lapsed 27
. effect of, expressing no limitation 30
WILLS—Co«. Sec.
Devise—Con.
effect of general 29
invalidity of, to witness 16
predeceasing children, etc., to,
not to lapse 36(1)
. bequest to class, as 36(2)
real estate, of, presumed to
include leasehold 28
real estate to trustee, of 33
tail, in, passing to issue of
predeceased devisee 35
Devisee
. liability of, for mortgage on
real estate 37(1)
. predeceasing testator leaving
issue
. . children, brothers and
sisters, re 36
. . estate in tail, re 35
Devolution of Estates Act




. ix)wer of 8
. . widow, of 9
Domicile
. subsequent change of, not to
affect will 19(3)
Dower
power of widow to dispose of ... .9
Entry
. power to dispose of rights of ... .8
Estate tail
. preservation of, after
predeceased devisee 35
Estates pur autre vie
. power to dispose of 8
Execution
. appointment, re 12
. attestation of—see Attestation
. outside Ontario
. . law of domicile or place of
execution, by 19(1)
. . law of Ontario, by 19(2)
will, of 11
Executor
. admission of, as witness 18
devise of real estate to 33
Executory interests
. power to dispose of 8
Fee simple
passing by devise 30
passing to trustee, etc 33
Filing





power to dispose of 8
General devise
. effect of 29
Gift




devise, in, defined 31
Husband
. creditor, of, as witness 17
. taking under will by 20(6)






. referred to 1 (*)
Interlineation
conditions of validity of 23
Invalidity
. wills of minors, of 10
. . exception re seamen and
soldiers 13(2)
Issue
. dying without, defined 32
. predeceased devisee, of,
suffering no lapse 35, 36((1)
Land
. defined 1(a)
devised in will made before
1874, not revived 3
Lapse
prevention of
. . issue of devisee in tail, for . . . . 35
. . issue of predeceased child,
brother or sister, for . . . .36(1)
Leasehold
presumption of, included in
real estate 28
Legacy
. invalidity of, to witness 16
Limitation
. devise without words of 30
Margin
. subscription in 23
Mariner
. execution of will by 13(1)
. . irrelevance of age re 13(2)
Marriage
. revocation of will by 20
. . exceptions 20(o-c)
WILLS—Con. Sic.
Married woman
. will made by
. . between 1859 and V&74 5
. coverture, during 26(2)
Member of forces
. defined 13(3)
. execution of will by 130)
irrelevance of age re 1'3(2)
Minors
. invalidity of wills of 10




. general direction re debts,
effect on -37(2)
. liability of heirs for, on
real estate 37(1)
saving of rights re, made
before 1874 37(3)
Mortgagee
saving of rights of 37(3)
Personal estate
. defined 1(c)
. effect of general devise of 29
. execution outside Ontario re
. . made by foreign law ....19(1)
. . made by law of Ontario . . . 19(2)
. power to dispose of 8
Publication
. will, of, not required 14
Real estate
. defined 1(d)
. devised to trustee 33
. effect of general devise of 29
. lapse of devise re 27
liability for mortgage on ... .37(1)
. passing by disposition between
1834 and 1874 4
. passing in full of, not limited
in devise to trustee 34
passing of, by un revised will
made before 1874 2
. . rights to pass if comprising
land 3
. power of widow to dispose of . . .9
. power to dispose of 8
. presumed to include leasehold . .28
. tail, in, passing to issue of
predeceased devisee 35
unlimited, passing as fee simple 30
Registrar of Supreme Court








general direction re payment of
debts from 37(2)
Revival
re-execution or codicil, by 24
. will made before 1874, of 2,6
Revocation
. changed circumstances not
to imply i2l
. execution of 22
. provisions re, inapplicable
where death before 1869 7
. subsequent marriage, by 20
. . exceptions 20(a-c)
. revival after 24
Seaman
execution of will by 13(1)
. irrelevance of age re 13(2)
Separate property
. disposition re, between 1859
and 1874 by married woman . .5
Signature
position of, under will 11(2)
testator and witnesses in
margin, of 23
. witnesses, of 11(1)
Signing
. will, of 11(1)
. . position of signature I'l (2)
Sister
. prevention of lapse for issue
of predeceased 36(1)
application of provisions re 36(2)
Soldier
. execution of will by 13(1)
. . irrelevance of age re 13(2)
Subsequent conveyance
. effect on will of 25
Tearing
. will, of 22
Tiustee
devise of real estate to 33
Validity
. interlineations, etc., of 23
. non-observance of special form
not to aflfect 12
. will, of 14
Widow
power of, to dispose of
real estate 9
Wife
. creditor, of, as witness 17
. taking under will by 20(b)






. creditors as 17
execution of will, of 11(1)
. . soldiers and seamen not
required, for 13(1)
. executors as 18
. incompetency of, eflFect of 15
, invalidity of bequests to 16
will made between 1834 and
1874, re 4
. will of married woman between
1859 and 1874, re 5
WINDING-UP
See Assignment of Book Debts
Act; Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Companies
Act; Credit Unions Act; In-





See Liquor Control Act; Liquor
Licence Act; Public Health
Act
WINTER FAIRS
See Agricultural Associations Act
WIRES
See Limitations Act; Municipal
Act
WITNESSES
See Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; 'Courts; Crown
Witnesses Act; Evidence Act;
Fire Marshals Act; Judicature





Wolf and Bear Bounty Act,
Vol. 4, p. 1317.
Action
burden of proof in 17
Affidavits






killing of bear, re 10(2) (&)
. . deliver>- to Minister 11
killing of wolf, re 2,
6
. regulations re 16(o)
taking of IS
Age of animals
decision of Minister final 14
Application
permit for keeping animals in
captivity, for 16(1)
Application of Act
. bear bounties, re 9(1)
keeping animals in captivity,
re 16(6)
- regulations re 16(<^)
Appropriations for bounties




. not payable 9(2)
. payable, burden of proof ..... 17
payable in agricultural area . . 100)
. payment of 11
. penalty for unlawful
presentation for 12(1)
Bear bounty officers




. . disposal after, regrulations
re 18(^)
. marking of 10(3)
production of 10(2) (a)
regulations re 18(c)
Bears
keeping in captivity 16




bounty for 3, 5(2)
. proof of killing 2
provisional judicial district, in 5
Burden of proof
bounty payable, re 17
Captivity
keeping animals in 16
Certificate
bear killed, re 10(2)
delivery to Minister 11
. defects in 18





wolf killed, re 2
. delivery to Minister 4, 5(2)
. delivery to treasurer 3
. provincial park, in 6




Clerk of district court
certificate by, re killing
of wolf 5(2)
County
. bounties paid by 3
repayment of bounties to 4
Crown
. skins as property of 7,8(2)
Crown game preserves
. bears killed on 9(2)
Definitions
. Minister 1 (a)
provisional judicial district . . . .1(&)
. regulations 1 (c
)
Fees
. permit, regulations re 18(6)
Forfeiture
. animals kept in captivity
unlawfully 16(5)
. bear skins, of 12(2)
wolf skins, of 8(2)
Game and fisheries officer
certificate by, re killing
of bear -..,, 10(2)
Indian reserves
. bears killed on 9(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 18
Live stock
. bear killed in preservation
of 10(2)(f)
Justice of the peace




. . killing of bear, re 10(2)
. . killing of wolf, re 2, 5(2)
Minister
. bear bounty officers
designated by 10(2)
. decision re age of animals 14
. defined 1 (a)
. permits by, for keeping
animals in captivity .... 16(1-3)
. requisition by, for payment
of claims 13
1564 GENERAL INDEX





. wolf bounty officers
designated by 5(1)
Payment
. claims, of 13
. entitlement determined by
'Minister 14
Penalties
. unlawful presentation for
bounty
. . bear bounty 12(1)
. . wolf bounty 8(1)
. unlawfully keeping animals
in captivity 16(4)
Permits
. fees, regulations re 18(&)
. keeping animals in captivity,
for
. . application for 16(1)
. . forfeiture for default 16(5)
. . issue of 16(2)
. . penalty Tor default 16(4)
. . refusal or cancellation of . . 16(3)
Proceedings
. burden of proof in 17
Proof
. burden of 17
. killing of bear, re 10(2)
. killing of wolf, re 2
. provisional judicial district, in 5
Property
. bear killed in preservation
of 10(2) ic)
Prosecution
. burden of proof in 17
Provincial Auditor
. cheque countersigned by 13
Provincial parks
. bears killed in 9(2)
wolf killed in 6
Provisional judicial district
. defined 1(6)





payment of claims, for 13
Resident
bear killed by 10(2) (rf)
Seizure




See Bear skins; Wolf
skins
WOLF AND BEAR Sec.
BOUNTY—Can.
Superintendent of park
certificate by, re killing of wolf 6
Timber wolf
. bounty for 3,5(2)
. proof of killing 2
. . provisional judicial district, in 5
Treasurer of county
. bounties paid by 3
. certificate by, re killing of wolf 2
Treasurer of Ontario
. payment of claims by 13
Wolf boimties
. entitlement determined by
'Minister 14
. paid by county 3
. payable, burden of proof 17
penalty for unlawful
presentation for 8(1)
. provisional judicial district,
in 5(2)
. repayment to county 4
Wolf bounty officers
. certificate by, re killing
of wolf 2,5(2)
Wolf skins
. delivery to Minister 4
. delivery to treasurer 3
. disposal of 7
regulations re ISie)
forfeiture 8(2)
. production of 2,5(1)
regulations re 18(f)
Wolves
. keeping in captivity 16
. proof of killing 2
provisional judicial district, in 5
WOMEN
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Husband and











Act, Vol. 4, p. 1323.
See also Crown Timber Act;
Cullers Act; Industrial Stan-


















. assistant inspector, as 2(3)
Deductions
. investigation of 3(d)
Definitions
. Crown timber 1(a)
. Department 1(&)
















powers of inspector 7(a)
Evidence
taken by inspector 8
Examination on oath






. defect in 10
Hours












. . investigations, on 7
. . taking evidence 8
. report by 5
. who may be 2(2)
Investigations
. duties of inspector re 3
. powers of inspector re 7
Irregfularity
. proceedings, in 10
Justice of the peace
. order by. compelling attendance
of witness 7(b)
Labour conditions
. investigation of 3(a)
Lieutenant-Governor in Cotmcil
. inspector appointed by 2(1)
. recommendations approved by . .5
. regulations by 6
Minister
. assistant inspector appointed
by 2(3)
. defined 1(d)
. inspector recommended by ...2(1)
. investigations directed by 3
. report to, by inspector S
Oaths
. administration by inspector . . .7(c)
Operators
. defined 1(e)
. investigations re 3
. responsibility of 4
Penalties




. irregularity not to invalidate .... 10
Quarters
. investigation of 3(f)
Regulations
. making of 6
Report
. inspector, by 5
Responsibility
. operators, of 4
Sununary Convictions Act
. appearance under 7(b)
Summoning
. witnesses, powers of inspector 7(b)
Supplies
. charges for, investigation of ..3(c)
Wages





. fees '. 9




Woodmen's Lien for Wages
Act, Vol. 4, p. 1327.
See also Division Courts Act;




. attachment against 16
Accoxints




. damages for improper seizure .36
. practice and procedure 35
Advertisement
. appointment for hearing 24(2)
Affidavit
. attachment, for 16, 17
. claim pursuant to notice
proved by 25(2)
. verifying claim of lien 7{2)
. . form Form 2
. . joinder of claims 32
Agreements
. contractors, by 5(2)
. waving application of Act 4
Application
. payment out of court, for 29
. reduction of costs, for 28(1)
Application of Act 2
. ag.'ecments waiving 4
Apportionment
. proceeds of sale 26(4)
Assignment
. claims, of 32
Attachment
—





. after action 13(2)
. district court, from 17
. division court, from 16
. first instance, in 13(1)
joinder in 32
logs or timber in transit 19







. setting aside 15(2)
. subsequent seizure under ....17(2)
Bailiff
. attachment by 16
. . logs in transit 19
defined 1(a)
. release of logs by 21
. sale by, for default
of payment 26(1, 2)
. separation of logs by 20
. warrant or writ of attachment
served by 18(3)
Eank notes
. payment of wages by 3'7(1)
Pill of exchange
. payment ol wages by 37,38
Bills
. payment of wages by 37(1)
Bond
. release of logs, for 21
. . cancellation of 23(2), 27
Certificate
. balance due after sale 26(5)
. vacating lien 23
Cheque
payment of wages by 37, 38
Claim of lien
. additional 17(2)
. assignment of 32
. attachment to protect 16,17
. contested, costs 28(3)
. endorsed on writ 11(1)
. filing of 7(1)
. . place for 8
. . time limit for contractors . .7(3)
. . time limit for wage-
earners 7(4)
. form 7(1), Form 1
. increased 17(2)
. joinder of 3^2
. uncontested, costs 28(2)
verification of 7(2)
Claims
. proof of 25(2)
. . Creditors' Relief Act, under 29(1)
Clerk of court
. bond filed with 21
. certificate by, of balance due
after sale 26(5)
. certificate vacating lien
filed with 23(2)
payment by, of proceeds of
sale 26(3)
. warrant for attachment by 16





. deemed labourer 5(2)
. time for filing claim of lien . . .7(3)
Contracts
. waiving application of Act 4
Costs
. determined by judge 25(3)
. judgment for 1 1 (6)
. limit 28(1)
. . cla'm contested 26(3)
. . claim not contested 28(2)
. payment, where nothing
found due 27
. reduction of 28(1)
. tariflf 28(4)
County of Victoria
. jurisdiction of court 3
Creditors
. application by, for payment
out of court 29
Creditors' Relief Act
. distribution under 29(1)
Cross-examination
. deponents, of 25(2)
Crown liens
. priority of 5(1)
Damages
. improper seizure, from 36
Defence
attachment issued, where 13
. attachment proceedings, in ..18(6)
. filing permitted 1 1 (3)
. illegal payments 38
. not filed 11(2)
. requirements re 11(1)
Defendant
. appointment for hearing
served on 24(2)
. owner as 18(4)
. payment into court by 23
. suit to enforce lien, in 10(2)
. warrant or writ of attachment
served on 18




logs or timber 1 (f
)
Detention
. logs or timber in transit 19
Discharge of lien 27
Dispute
. filing permitted 11(3)





. . entry of 22
. requirements re 11(1)
District court
. certificate of balance due as
judgment in 26(5)
. claim of lien filed in 8(1)
. . certain localities 8(2)
. . Haliburton 8(3)
. jurisdiction in county court
of Victoria 3
. suit in. for enforcement of lien 10
. powers 11(3)
. suits in several 34
. transfer of proceedings to 33
Division court
. certificate of balance due as
judgment in 26(5)
. suit in, for enforcement of lien 10
. . powers 11(3)
. suits in several 34
. transfer of proceedings from ...33
Division Courts Act
. attachment under 16
. constable under l(fl)
Enforcement of Uen
. sale under execution 12
. suit for 10,11
Execution
certificate of balance due
after sale 26(5)
judgment H (2)
. sale under 12
. subsequent seizure under ....17(2)
Foreman
. waiver of Act by 4(2)
Forms
. affidavit attached to claim Form 2
. claim of lien Form 1
. prescribed by Rules Committee 39
Fraudulent debtor
. attachment against 16, 17
Haliburton
. application of Act to 2
. jurisdiction over 3
Hearing
. appointment for 24
. attendance at 25(1)
. duties of judge 25(3)
I.O.U.
. payment of wages by 37, 38
Inquiry—see Hearing
Joinder






. appointment for hearing 24
costs reduced by -28(1)
direction by
. release of seized logs 15(2)
. service of warrant or writ
of attachment 18(5)
. summary disposal of cases 15(1)
hearing before
. appointment for 24
. attendance at 25
leave, for separation of logs 20
order by
. application of proceeds of
sale, re 26(3)
. conclusion of inquiry, on ...26(1)
. dismissal of proceedings for 30
. payment out of court, for 29
. service on person in
possession 18(2)
. powers in suit to enforce lien 11(3)
Judgment
. certificate of balance due
after sale as 26(5)
. defence not filed, where 1 1 (2)
. dispute not entered 22(2)
. form 11(6)
. lien not established 31(2)
Jurisdiction




lien on logs 5(1)
. waiver of Act by 4(1)
Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act
. proceedings under 20
Liability
. improper seizure, for 36
Lienholders
joining in proceedings 32
Liens
ceasing of 6
. certificate vacating 23
. claim—see Claim of lien
discharge of 27
enforcement of 10, 11
. . sale under execution, by 12
. illegal payments not to affect ...38
judgment where not
established 31(2)
. priority of 5(1)
. sale not to aflfect 9
Lieutenant-Governor in Council




. attachment of 116, 17
. defined 1(f)
. delivery on vacating of lien . .23(2)
. improper seizure 36
. lien for labour 5(1)
. release of 21
. . nothing found due 27
. separation of 20
. transit, seizure in 19
Loss
. improper seizure, from 36
Manager
. waiver of Act by 4(2)
Minister of Lands and Forests
. appointment for hearing
sent to 24(3)
Notice of dispute
. entry of ' 22(1)
. . judgment where no 22(2)
. requirements re 11(1)
Officer
. waiver of Act by 4(2)
Order
. application of proceeds of sale,
re 26(3)
. delivery of logs on vacating of
lien, for 23(2)
. dismissal of proceedings for
want of prosecution 30
. payment into court, for 26(1)
payment of wages by 37, 38
. payment out of court for 29
. release of logs, for 21
. service on person in
possession 18(2)
Owner
. appointment for hearing served
on 24(2)
. party defendant, as 10(4), 18(4)
warrant or writ of attachment
served on 16
. writ served on 10(3)
Payment
. bond for 21
. . cancellation of 23(2)
. illegal 37(1)
. . eflfect 38
. . penalty for 37(2)
. into court
. . before sale 23
. . order for 26(1)
. . sale on default 26(2)
. out of court 29(2)
Penalties





. payment of 26(3)
Practice
dispute not entered, where . . .22(2)
proceedings under Act 35
. suit to enforce lien, in 11(4)
Priority
. liens, of 5(1)
. settled by judge 25(3)
Procedure
. dispute not entered, where . . .22(2)
proceedings under Act 35
. suits in several courts 34
Proceedings
. attacliment, issue of 13
. dismissal for want of prosecution 30
forms prescribed by Rules
Committee 39
Haliburton, in 3
lienholders joining in 32
. practice and procedure 35
. sale under execution 12
. suit to enforce lien 10, 11
. summary disposal 15(1)
. transfer to district court i3
Promissory note
. payment of wages by 37, 38
Proof
claims, of 25(2)
. . Creditor/ Relief Act, under . . 29 ( 1
)
Provisional county of Haliburton
—See Haliburton
Provisional judicial district
. claim of lien filed in court of . .8(1)
Release
. logs or timber, of 2"!
. nothing found due 27
Remedies
. other, not affected by Act . . .31(1)
Report
. judge, by 26(1)
Rules Committee
. forms prescribed by . 39
Sale
. default of pajrment, for . . . .26(1,2)
. . application of proceeds 26(3)
. apportionment of proceeds. 26(4)
. certificate of balance due
after 26(5)
distribution of excess 29
instruments for illegal payment . .38
. lien unaflFected by 9
-
. payment into court before ...23(1)
. separation of logs, without 20
Sale under execution




. release of logs for 21
. . cancellation of 23(2), 27
Seizure
. improper, liability for 36
. logs or timber 16, 17
. transit, in 19
. setting aside 15(2)
. subsequent 17(2)
Separation
. logs, of 20
Service
. appointment for hearing 24(2)
warrant of attachment 18
. writ 10(3), 11(5)
. writ of attachment 18
Sheriff
. attachment by 17
. . logs in transit 19
. distribution of excess by 29(1)
. release of logs by 21
. sale by, for default ©f
payment 26(1, 2)
. separation of logs by 20
. warrant or writ of attachment
served by 18(3)
Slide or boom company
. lien for tolls 5(1)
Statement of claim
. attachment issued where 13




. enforcement of lien, for 10, 11




. joinder in 32
. service 11(5)
Sureties




. attachment of 16, 17
. defined 1 (c)
. delivery on vacating of Hen . .23(2)
. improper seizure 36
. lien for labour 5(1)
release of 21
. . nothing found due 27
. separation of 20
. transit, seizure in 19
Timber slide company
. lien for tolls 5(1)
Tolls






instruments for illegal payment . .38
. lien unaffected by 9
. proceedings to district court 33
Transit
. logs or timber in, detention of .19
Victoria
. county court, jurisdiction of 3
Wage-earners
. time for filing claim of lien . . .7(4)
Wages
. illegal payments 37(1)
. effect 38
. . penalty for 37(2)
Waiver
. application of Act 4
Warrant of attachment
. issue of 16




' : form 11(4)
. joinder in 32
. service 10(3), 11(5)
Writ of attachment
. issue of 17
. logs or timber in transit 19
. service of 18
WOOD-SAWING
MACHINES
See Threshing Machines Act
WOOL
See Farm Products Marketing
Act; Live Stock and Live
Stock Products Act; Munici-
pal Act
WORKMEN
See Apprenticeship Act; Assign-
ments and Preferences Act;
'Blind Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act; Building Trades
Protection Act; Department
of Labour Act; Execution
Act; Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Fatal Accidents
Act; Industrial Standards Act;
Labour Relations Act; Master
and Setvant Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Minimum Wage
Act; Mining Act; Municipal
Act; Public and Other Works
Wages Act; Vocational Edu-
WORKMEN—Con. Sec.






Act, Vol. 4, p. 1341.
See also Assignments and Pre-




Shop and Office Building Act;
Mechanics' Lien Act; Mining
Act; Municipal Act; Police
Act; Public Health Act; Pub-





. foreign country, in 7(2)
. industrial diseases deemed ..114(1)
. notice of 20
. . by employer 113
. outside Ontario, compensation
for 6(1-5,7)
. personal injury from,
compensation for 3(1)
. presumptions re 3(2)
. time of, re medical aid 50(5)
Accident fund
. additional assessment added
to 84(5)
. apportionment of contributions
to 84(2)
commutation of payments out
of 26(1)
. compensation out of
. . industrial diseases, re 114(7)
. non-resident dependant, to 8(2)
. contribution to 4,80(1,2)
. cost of administering super-
annuation fund out of 69(3)
. deemed indivisible 84(3)
. defined 1(1)(6)
. inquiry re sufficiency 78
maintaining 82, 105
. medical aid paid out of .. 50(4) (a)
. payments by principal employer
into 10(3,4)
rehabilitation expenses out of 52
reimbursement of employer out
of 44(2)
. remuneration of assessors
from 91(2)





. Board member holding shares
in 65(1)(6)
Accountants
. appointment by Board 68(1)
Accounts
Board, of, audit 76
. employer, of, examination ... 92(1)
separate, re amounts collected 84(3)
. wages paid, of, kept by
employer 90(3)
Action
Board, by, in name of workman 9(3)
damages, for 1-1
employer, against, prohibition ... 14
. recovery of compensation, for,
prohibition 12
. right to bring 1^
workman, by 9(1)
Actuaries
appointment by Board 68(1)
Administration of Act
. provincial grant re 79
Advances
. compensation, of 26(4)
Affidavits
. officers authorized to take . . .92(3)
Age
. member of Board 59
Agreement





. compensation equal to 27(1)
Application
addition of industry to Schedule
1. for 88
addition of industry to Schedule
2, for 89
. right to bring action, re 15
Application of Act




. average earnings 43(7)
Artificial member
. lump sum for purchase of 46
. replacement and repair of . . . .50(3)
Assessment
additional 34(1)
. failure to furnish statement,
on 90(6)






. additional percentage for
non-payment 106
. . collection of 108
. . relief from 107(2)
. based on reduced payroll . . . .97(1)
. employer, of
. . basis 90(5)
. . levying 96(1)
. . provisional 96(2)
. . special 81
. made on pay roll 9"" 1
)
. merit rating 97(3)
. non-assessment of
employer 102(1), 103
. priority re pa3mient, on
distribution of assets 112(1)
. refusal to pay 107(1)
. revision of deficiency in 98(3)
. supplementary, credited to 101
. supplementary, when
deficient 99,100(1)
. temporary' businesses, of .... 110(1)
. uniformity of 97(2)
. unpaid, collection of 108
Assessors
. remuneration 91 (2)
. returns by, re employees 91(1)
Assignment
. compensation, of 19
Assignments and Preferences Act





. inspectors 1 1 5 (3)
. rules 115(2)
. . contravention 75(2)
Attachment
. compensation, of 19
Audit
. Board's accounts 76
Auditors
. appointment by Board 68(1)
. audit of accounts by 76
Board
. acting upon certificate 116(2)
. additions to Schedule 1 by 88
. additions to Schedule 2 by 89
. affidavits before members of. .92(3)
. annual report by 77
application of compensation
by 26(3)









. application to, re right to bring
action 15
appointment of secretary 68(1)
approval by
. assignment of compensation ... 19






assessment increased by 84(4)




certified copy of records as
evidence 71
chairman 54
. absence 55, 56(2)








contribution reduced by 84(6)
decisions by
. merits, on 70(4)
. not open to review 70(1)
defined l(l)(f)
deposit of money with 23
designation of industrial
diseases by 114(13)
discretion re reserve fund . . . 83(2)
disqualification of members 65(1,2)
duty re sufficiency of accident
fund 82
enforcement by, of assessment
under Mechanic/ Lien Act .... Ill
enforcement of orders 74(1)
examination of accounts of
employer by 92
examination of aflfairs 78
exclusive jurisdiction 70(1)
. specific 70(2)













. industry excluded from class by,
on employment of minor 85
. inquiry by 73(2)
. inspection of premises by SM
. investigation by, re apportion-
ment of compensation for
industrial di.sease 114(7)
. levy by, re increased
compensation 34(1)
lump sum payable to 26(2)
medical officers appointed by 114(9)
medical reports to 51
members—see Members of
Board
notice of accident to 20(4), 113
notice of election re
compensation to .. .7(2), 86(3, 4)
offices and sittings of 66
payment of medical aid
by 50(4)(fl,6)
payment to, by insurer 31(1)
powers of
. assessment of temporary
industries 110(2)
. attendance of witnesses 64
. inquiry, on 73(2)
pro tempore members 56(1)
proceedings 67
questions re medical aid
determined by 50(6)
quorum 62
rate of assessment fixed by . .98(1)
reconsidering by 70(3)
regulations by 75
. schedules, re 84(1)
. superannuation fund, re . . . .69(2)
remuneration of assessors by 91(2)
requirements of
. commutation by employer, re. .29
. insurance of workmen 30
reserve fund 83(1), 105
returns re employees to 91(1)
schedule by, re impairment of
earning capacity 41(2)
statement to, re wages of
employees 90
subrogation of, to right of
action 9(3)
sums awarded by, on contested
claim 72
supplementary assessment by 99, 104
vacancy on 63
vice-chairman 57
withdrawal of small industries





. trade or business of l(2)(rf)
Burial expenses
. compensation for 36(1) (a, 6)
Certificate
Board, by. re unpaid
assessments 108, 109(1)
committee, by, re payment ..116(2)
. medical referee, by 13, 22(2)
. wages of employees, re 90
Certiorari
proceedings before Board not
removable by 70(1)
Cbairtnan
. Board, of 54
. . absence of 55, 56(2)
Children
. compensation to 36(1) {d,e)
. . cessation of maximum and
minimum 36(3) (,b, c)
determined by Board 12
Class
. defined 115(6)
. supplementary assessment of 100(1)
Clerk
appointment, by Board 68(1)
. county court, fee for filing
orders with 74(2)
. court, certificate re unpaid
assessments filed with 108
Collection
. unpaid assessments 108, 109(1)
Collector's roll
. unpaid assessment entered
on 109(1)
Committees





. compensation, of 26(1), 46
. weekly payments 27(1), 29
Companies Act
. debts under, priority of
assessment 112(1)
Compensation
. accident fund, from 80(1)
. accident in foreign country 7
. accidents outside Ontario 6(1-5, 7)
. action for recovery, prohibition. . 12
. advances on account of 26(4)
. agreement re 17








. . provisional 96(2)
. . rate 98(1)
. . uniformity 97(2)
. assignment of 19
. charging of 9(5)
. claim of, when action brought. .9(2)
. commutation of 26(1)
. . purchase of artificial member,
re 46
. . weekly payments 27(1, 2), 29
. computation of 3(3)
. Consolidated Revenue Fund,
from 81
. contested claim, award 72
. contractor, by 10(5)
. death, on 36
. deduction for gratuities by
employer 44(1)
. deduction from wages 18
. diversion for benefit of
family 48(a,&)
. election where right of action. .9(3)
. . notice of 9(4)
. employer, by, re industrial
disease 1 14(2)
. employer liable for 113(3)
. employer, of 11
. enforcement of order for 74(1)
. expenses, on contested claim 72
. extension for educational
purposes 36(2)
. fixing of periods of payment ... .45
. fixing of, re industrial disease 114(6)
. increase 25
. . provision of funds for 34(1)
. individual liability of employers ..5
. industrial disease, for 114(1)
. infant workman, to 49
. liability for periodical
payments 112(2)
. medical examination on claim
for 21(1)
. minimum amount 42(a, b)
. non-resident dependants, to. .8(1-3)
. non-resident workman, to 13
. notice of accident 20(5)
. notice of claim, to insurer . . . .31(2)
. payment of 26(2-4)
. . by employer 107
. . during suspension .35
. permanent disability .. .32(1), 4.1(1)
. principal employer, by 10(1)
. remarriage of widow, on 37(1)
. review of ^-24







. temporary parlial disability 40
. temporary total disability 3/9
. time for claim 20(1)
. waiver of, void 16
, widow or invalid husband,
to 36(l)(c)
. workman, to 3(1)
Consolidated Revenue Fund
annual sum from, re
administration of Act 79





. workmen of 10(1,5)
Contributions
. accident fund, to 80(1, 2)
. employers, by 117
. reduction of amount 84(6)
Contributory negligence





. recovery where employer
negligent 9(6,7)
Death
. industrial disease, from 114(1)
. member of Board 56(1)
. claim for compensation on ...20(1)
. compensation on 36(1)
Declarations
officers authorized to take . . .92(3)
Defective ways
. liability for 121
Definitions
. accident 1(1) (a)
. accident fund 1(1) (,6)
. Board 1(1)(0
. construction 1(1) {d)
. dependants \(\)(e)
. earnings, wages 1(1)(/)
. employer 1(1) (gr)
. employment 1 ( 1 ) (/i)
. industrial disease l(I)(i)
. industry 1 ( 1 ) (/)
. invalid 1(1) (it)
. manufacturing 1(1)(/)
. medical aid 50(2)
. medical referee 1 (!)(>»)
'
. member of family 1(1)(«)
. outworker l(l)fo)






. silicosis 1(1) (g)
. superannuation fund 1(1) (r)
. workman l(l)(j)
Dental aid
. workman, to 50(1)
Dependants
. compensation to, on death of
workman 36
• defined 1(1)(0








. . minimum amount of 42(6)
. . security for i^lz)
. permanent total, medical aid
on 50(1)
. temporary partial, compensation
on 40
. lump sum on 41(3)
. . minimum amount 42(a)
. temporary total, compensation
on , 39
. . minimum amount of 42(a)
Disasters





. certified by secretary, as evidence 71
. production, powers of Board re. .64
Drugless Practitioners Act
. aid to workman by practitioner
under 50(1,2)
Earnings
. apprentice, of 43(7)
compensation not to exceed
average 36(3)
. computation of average ... .43(1-3)
. defined 1(1)(/)
. special expenses not included
in 43(5)
Education
. compensation extended for . . .36(2)
Employees
. mines, of, examination of ...114(9)
. returns re, by assessors 91(1)














. ac:ion against 9(5)
. prohibition 14
additional assessment 34(1)
. exemption from 34(2)
. failure to furnish statement 90(6)
agreement with, re amount of
compensation 17
application by
. addition to Schedule 1, re 88
. addition to Schedule 2, re 89















. industrial diseases, re ...114(2,6)
. permanent disability, re ..32(1,2)
compensation of 11
contributions by
. accident fund, to 4, 80(1, 2)
. Board, to 117
deduction of compensation
from wages by 18(1)
. penalty _.18(2)
default by
. liability re assessment . . . .102(2)
. name and residence of . . . .109(1)
. reporting accident 113(3)
defined :..lil){g)
deposit by 33
duty under Public Health Act 50(9)
election by, re class of
industry 86(2)
. notice of 86(3)
examination of accounts . . .92(1-3)
excess of compensation returned
to 29




. reimbursement for .44(2)
individual liability S, 84(4)
. injury to minor, on 85
inspection of premises by
Board 94(1)











. compensation, for 3(1)
. defective ways, etc 121(1)
. negligence, for 9(6, 7)
names of former 1 14(3)
non-assessment, effect 102(1)
notice by, of accidents 113(1,2)
notice to
. accidents, of 20
. assessment, of 98
. claim for compensation, of 31(2)
. election re compensation, of. 7(2)
obstruction by, of inquiries ..92(2)
payments by
. medical aid, for 50(4) (&)
. rehabilitation, re 52
principal, liability of 10
relief from additional payments
by 93(2)
repayment to, re supplementary
assessment 101
statements by, re wages of
employees 90
subrogation to right of action. 9(3)





. continuance in, after knowledge
of defect 121 (4)
. defined 1(1)(A)
. same employer, by 43(4)
Enforcement
. order re unpaid assessments . . . 108
. orders of Board 74(1, 2)
Evidence
. certificate of secretary as 71
Examination
. books and accounts of
employer 92(1)
Exclusion
. industries, from classes 86(1)
Expenses
. administration of Act, grant re . 79
. Board, of, assessment re 96(1)
. compensation for, on contested
claim 72
special, not included in
earnings 43(5)
Farming





. action by persons entitled
under 121(1)
recovery by person entitled
under 122(1)
Fee
. filing orders with clerk 74(2)
. municipal collector, of 109(2)
Foster-mother
. compensation to 36(4, 5)
Fund
. special, for disasters 100(2)
Grinders' Phthisis
. compensation for 114(12)
Hospital
. transportation of workman
to , .50(11)
Increase
. compensation, of 25
Industrial diseases
. compensation for 114(2)
. fixing of 114(6)
. . injury, from 114(11)
. contraction of 114(3, 5)
deemed accidents 114(1)
defined l(l)(t)
. designation by Board 114(13)
. presumption arising from
employment 114(8)
Industry
. addition to schedules 88, 89
apportionment of assessment on




exclusion from class, on
employment of minor 85
Schedule 1, in, liability re
compensation 4




withdrawal of small, from
classes 86(1)
. . election of employers re . . .86(2)
Icfant
. workman, compensation to 49
Information
. obtained on inquiry,
confidential 95(1)
. penalty for revealing 95(2)
Injimction







. workman, to, compensation for 3(1)
Inquiry
. accuracy of statements, re . . . .92(1)
. assessment determined on . . .93(1)
. Board, by 73(1)
. information obtained on,
confidential 95(1)
. obstruction of 92(2)
. premises, of, by Board 94(1)
Inspectors
. appointment by Board 68(1)
. associations, of 1 15 (3)
Instalments
. assessment paid by 96(2)
Insurance
. employer, by 28(1)
. workmen, of 30
Insurance company
. commutation of payments by. 28(1)
. notice to, of claim for
compensation 31 (2)
payment to Board by 31(1)
. . application of 31(3)
Interest




. compensation to, on death ..36(8)
Invalid husband
. sole dependant, compensation
to 36(l)(r), (3)(a)
Investment
. compensation, of 26(3) (f)
. reserves, of 105
Judgment
order as, on filing 72
Liability
. contractor 10(1), 121(3)
. employer
. . defective way, for 121 (1)
. . industrial diseases, re 114(3)
. person supplying defective
ways 121 (2)
. sub-contractor 121 (3)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointments by
. . auditor 76
. . members of Board 53
. . pro tempore member of
Board 56(1)
. approval of regulations by ...75(1)
. . schedules, re 84(1)









. chairman of Board appointed by 54
. direction by, re payments from
Consolidated Revenue Fund . .81
. provincial grant determined by . .79




. tenure of office of Board
members determined by 58
Life insurance company




liability of owner under, for
assessment HI
Medical aid
contribution by workman to . .50(9)
. penalty for 50(8)
defined 50(2)
employer liable to pay 5, 113(3)
. enforcement of order for 74(1)
fees or charges for 50(7)
further, payment of 50(12)
payment of 50(4) (a, 6)
. . employer, by 107(1,2)
. workman, to 50(1)
Medical examination
. refusal to submit to 22(3)
. workman, of 21(1)
Medical officers
. appointment of, re mines ...114(9)
Medical referee
. appointment of, by Board . . . .68(1)
. certificate of, re permanent
disability 13
defined I(l)(»i)
. differences referred to 22(1)
examination of workman by. .21(1)









affidavits taken by 92(3)
age limit 59
. appointment .53
. disqualification of 65(1, 2)





. salary of 51
. tenure of office of 58
Mines
examination of employees of 114(9)
Mining Act
medical officers under 114(9)
. provision for mine rescue
stations by 1(1) (6)
Minor
. injury to, liability of employer . . .85
Misrepresentation
. workman, by, re previous
illness 114(1)
Miuiicipal collectors
. unpaid assessment collected
by 109(1)
Municipal corporation
. trade or business of 1 (2) (a)
Negligence
. employer, of, damages on . .9(6) (7)
. fellow workmen, effect 122(1)
. liability of employer for
servants 121(1)
Notice
accident, of 20(1, 4)
. failure to give 20(5)
assessment, of 98(1)
election, of 86(3, 4)
. foreign compensation, re ..7(1,2)
. where right of action 9(4)
employer, to, re compensation
for industrial diseases ....114(6)
Officers
. appointment by Board 68(1)
Offices
. Board of 66
Operation
. payment of expenses 23
Order of Board
. alteration of 70(3)
enforcement of 74(1)
. first-aid equipment, re 50(10)
. payment of sums on contested




. liability for assessmen' Ill
Pay roll
. assessment based or 90(5)
. assessment on 93(1)
. reduced, assessment based on 97(1)





. assessment, of 98(1)
. . failure re 106
. periods of 45
Penalties
. application of 118
. collection from workman for
medical aid 50(8)
. contravention of regulations. .75(2)
. deduction from wages 18(2)
. default, re assessment of
temporary industry 110(3)
. failure to furnish statements. .90(6)
. failure to give notice, re
accidents 113(2)
. obstructing inquiries 92(2)
. obstructing inspection of
premises 94(2)
. payment of medical aid by
workman, for 50(8)




. inspection by Board 94(1)
. . penalty for obstruction . . . .94(2)
Presumption
. industrial disease, re 114(8)
Principal
. contractor to reimburse 10(2)
Principal employer
. liability of 10
Priority
. limit re claim for
compensation 112(3)
Proceedings
. Board, of 67
Production
. powers of Board re 64
ProUbition
. pioceedings before Board, not
restrained by 70(1)
Prosecution
. consent of Board to 75(2)
Provincial grant
administration of Act, re 79
Provincial Secretary
. annual report by Board to. 77(1,2)
PubUc Health Act
. duty to employer under 50(9)
Public Inquiries Act
. powers of commissioner under 92(1)
Public library board





. trade or business of 1 (2) (t)
Quorum
. Board, of 62
Railway
. liability for accidents on . . . .6(4,5)
. . individual 6(7)
Railway employee
. compensation to non-resident
dependants 8(3)
Rate
. assessment, of 98(1)
Rating
. merit, of assessment 97(3)
Reference
. medical referee, to 22(1, 2)
Regulations
. Board, by 75(1)
, . schedules, re 84(1)
. . superannuation fund, re . . . 69(2)
. defined 1 (!)(/>)
Rehabilitation
. injured workmen, of 52
Reimbursement
. principal employer by
contractor 10(2)
Report
. annual, by Board 77(1)





. rate of 98(1)
. uniformity of 97(2)




. formation of 105
. payment of compensation from . .61
Returns
assessors, by, re employees 91 H. 2)
. refusal to make 107(1)
Rules
. common law, abrogated 122
Salary
. auditor 76
. Board members 61






. addition of industries to 88
. determination of industries
included in 70(2) (a)
election re inclusion of industry
in »6(2,4)
. rearrangement of classes
in 84(l)(a)
Schedule 2
. addition of industries to 89
. determination of industries
included in 70(2) (fc)
regulations by Board re. .84(l)(a-<:)
Schedules
. reference in Act to 2
School board
. trade or business of l(2)(e)
Secretary
. appointment of 68(1)
documents certified by, as
evidence 71
Securities
. reserve fund invested in 105
Sectirity
. employer, by 32(2)
Shares
. accident insurance company, in.
Board member holding. 65(1) (6)
Silica dust
. exposure to 114(10)
Silicosis
. compensation for 114(10)
. defined Ul)(g)
Sittings
. Board, of 66
. . time of 67
Special fund
. disaster, for, by Board 100(2)
Statements
. emplover, by, re wages of
employees 90
. inquiry re accuracy of 92(1)
. . affidavits taken on 9?(3)
. . penalty for obstruction of . .92(2)
Steamboat
. liability for accidents on . . . .6(4, 5)
Stone workers' phthisis
. compensation for 114(12)
Subcontractor
. claim for compensation from 10(5)
. liability 121(3)






. Board, to right of action by
workman 9(3)
Superannuation fund
. continuance of 69(1)
. contributions to 69(2) (o)
. costs of administering 69(3)
. defined l(l)(r)
. payments out of 69(2) (6)
Superintendent of insurance
. inquiry by, re affairs of Board . . .78
Supplementary assessment
. Board, by 99,100(1)
. request for, by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 104
Surgical aid
. workman, to 50(1)
Suspension
. compensation, of 22(3)
. . pavments during 35
. . widow, to 47
Taxes
. unpaid assessment as 109(1)
Trades
. boards and commissions, of . . .1(2)
. reerulalions re exclusion from
Part I 84(1)(J)
Treasurer of Ontario
. special assessment paid to 81
Trustee Act
. debts under, priority of
assessment 1 12(1)
Trustees




. . presumption of 57
. appointment 54
Wages
. account kept by employer . . . .90(3)
. deduction of compensation
from ISri)
. . penalty for 18(2)
. deduction of, re assessment . 97(1)
. defined 1(1)(/)
. statement re 90
. statement re-estimated
expenditure for 90(2)
. . failure to furnish 90(5)
. . separate 90(4)
Waiver
compensation, of, void 16
Widow
. compensation in remarriage .37(1)







. diversion or suspension of
compensation to 47
. sole dependant, compensation
to 36(l)(f)
. additional lump sum 36(5)
. . maximum and minimum 36(3) (a)
Witnesses
. attendance, powers of Board re. .64
Workman
. action against, by employer . . .9(5)
. action by 9(1)
. . compensation on 9(2)
. . damages on 9(6, 7)
. advances of compensation to. .26(4)
. average earnings of 43(1-3)
. certificate re fitness 22(2)
. compensation to 3(1)
. . computation of 3(3)
. . exceptions to 3(1) (a, 6)
. . increase of 25
. concurrent contracts by 43(3)
contractor, of, compensation
of 10(1)
. death of, compensation on . . .36(1)
. defined 1(1) (j)
. diversion of compensation
to 48(a,6)
. election by, re class of
industry 86(4)
. election by, re foreign
compensation 7(1)
. . notice of 7{2)
. employed outside Ontario,
compensation to 6(1-5, 7)
. employer as, compensation re ... 11
. industrial diseases of 114(1)
. infant, payment of compensation
to 49
. insurance of, by employer 30
. medical aid to 50(1)
. . payment of 50(4)
. medical examination of 21(1)
. . regulations re 21(2)
. medical reports re 51
. names of former employers
furnished by 114(3)
. non-resident, compensation to ...13
. notice to Board of accident
to 113(1)
. . failure to give 113(2, 3)
. obstruction by, re medical
examination 22(3)






. request by. for review of
compensation 24
. right to bring action IS
. special medical treatment 23
. transportation to hospital . . .50(11)
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See also Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act
Application of Act 3
. recovery of 2
Damages




. insurance by 2
Fatal Accidents Act
. recovery of damages under 1
Insurer
. recovery of damages from 2
Workman
. recovery of damages by 2
. defined 1
Workmen's Compensation Act
. application of 3
WORKS
See Municipal Act; Public and
Other Works Wages Act;
Public Service Works on
'Highways Act; Public Works
Protection Act
WRESTLING
See Athletics Control Act
WRITING





See Public Parks Act
